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Welcome to Coven-Minis
Group magick is a special part of any practice. At
Witch With Me, we know many of you are new to the
world of witchcraft and often do not have large
magickal circles to coven with. That's why we have
designed Coven-Minis!
Coven-minis are rituals and spells that may be
performed with groups of 2-6 people. Since we live
in the age of Covid, these spells and rituals are
designed to be performed in the home of the solitary
practitioner, but connected to their coven either via
internet or synchronized timing.
The goal is to learn the power of collaborative
magick and grow together as magickal practitioners.
We cordially invite you to grab a witchy colleague or
two and form your own Coven-Mini!
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New Moon | New Year | New Foundations
This new moon falls at midnight on January 13, 2021
EST USA in the cardinal sign of Capricorn. This ritual
may be performed anytime on the 12-14.
The Seagoat is a leader, a steadfast worker, an
agent of time keeping, and beginnings born out of
the darkest hour. Let us use this energy now,
together, to officially connect your coven together
by blessing each member their own coven candle
to use in your magickal group workings.
This candle stands as a connecting entity. When
lit, it calls the powers of the coven together like
beacons signaling
each other from misty
mountain tops.
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Coven Candle Blessing
STEP ONE: Each coven member should gather the
following materials.
One white pillar candle (3" x 6" recommended)
One small plate or bowl filled with salt
One small carving tool (ex. athame or screw
driver)
One tablespoon dried rosemary or three sprigs of
fresh rosemary (for fidelity and witch power)
One small crystal, stone, or token that represents
your own unique identity and/or gifts within the
coven.atches
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SAMPLE CRYSTAL CORRESPONDENCES

Aventurine
Health & Wellness

Citrine
Self-Empowerment
& Abundance

Amethyst
Psychic Power

Carnelian
Creativity & Passion

Rose Quartz
Love & Beauty

Clear Quartz
Divine Guidance

Sodalite
Truth & Justice

River Stones &
Hag Stones
Protection
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STEP THREE: Prepare your pillar candle. Using your
carving tool, carve three symbols into the candle.

Spiral
Draws energy
together

Pentagram
Invokes the
elements

Unique Coven
Symbol: Create
one together or
research existing
occult symbols
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STEP FOUR: Setup your altar.
1) Stand your freshly carved candle in the middle of
your bowl/plate of salt.
2) Place the bowl/plate in the center of your altar.
3) Sprinkle or arrange the rosemary around the
base of the candle, on top of the salt.
4) Place your chosen crystal/token in the bowl next
to the candle.
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STEP FIVE: Decide how you wish to perform the
ritual together. Here are some options:
1) Coordinate a live streaming of the ritual with all
coven members via zoom.
2) Choose an agreed upon time to perform the
ritual. All perform the ritual at the same time alone
at their altars, connecting with their coven
intuitively.
3) Film yourself doing the ritual alone and share the
ritual with your coven afterwards.

STEP SIX: Open the ritual by calling your coven
power together.
Light your coven candle to call each other's
energies together with spirit. As you light the
candle, all say,

"Coven power, spiral to me.
I call on my brethren,
so mote it be."
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STEP SEVEN: Bless the Coven Candles
Hold your hands, palms down, a safe distance
above the lit coven candle. You should be able to
feel the warmth but be careful not to hurt
yourself. This blessing may be done in unison or
each member may perform this part one at a
time. Incant:
This Coven convenes under the new Moon
We stand in our truth to ask of this boon.
By power of earth, wind, air, and water
Dear Moon bless this coven
Unite us together.
We draw down beginnings.
We pour strong foundations,
Light our endeavors,
Inspire our creations.
Protect us, keep us and bless this flame
To serve the Coven of those we now name...
Dorothy
Scarecrow
Tin Man
Lion
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STEP EIGHT: Seal the ritual with this incantation

"And so it is and so it shall be,
We command our Coven Candle
Shall serve both you and me."

STEP NINE: Ending the ritual.
If the Coven is live together, you may want to use
this time to enjoy the energy of the lit candles and
eachother's company. Perhaps you even conduct
more coven business.
Alternatively, you may prefer to simply end this
powerful ritual and go rest and reflect. Do what
feels right for your energy levels.
When ready, end the ritual by safely snuffing out
your Coven Candle. Use this candle for all future
coven workings, creating a new one or refreshing
as needed.
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If you liked this content and want us to write more
Coven-Mini guides, please let us know by tagging
@witch.with.me in pictures of your coven-mini
spellwork or by emailing Meg Rosenbriar at
meg@witchwithme.com.

